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I

am honored to be writing this article as
the 33rd president of the NASPD. I
want to thank Art Shelton, our past
president, for his excellent leadership over
the last two years; a very tumultuous time in
the steel pipe industry. His industry
experience, optimism and fortitude were
invaluable assets for the association during
his term as president.
The annual convention in Las Vegas was a
huge success! We had an excellent slate of
informative speakers, a raucous roundtable
and countless networking opportunities to
keep you updated on our industry.
It was once again confirmed, “we are a
gambling group with a pipe problem.”
During the facilitated roundtable
discussion, spouses and family members
had their own "oval table" event in the form
of a playing lesson at the craps table.
Mocker “Madness” took over the table for a
45 minute roll, all involved had a blast and
cashed out winners. Thank you to Susannah
and Gail for organizing another great annual
convention.
I am optimistic we have turned the corner
on the market. Pipe prices are rising, and
distributors are reporting increased orders.
However, with the new administration in
Washington there may be many

Bruce Haupt
NASPD President

forthcoming changes impacting us. Rest
assured, the NASPD will continue to keep
you informed of the pertinent issues
affecting our industry.
Please take a few minutes each month to
complete the Line Pipe and/or Structural
surveys circulated by Pipe Logix. The
individual information is strictly
confidential and used only to compile their
market report; a product supplied to our
membership, free of charge. This report is
valuable for identifying market trends,
monitoring the health of our industry and
reporting trends to management or lenders.
I recently celebrated my 60th birthday, and
in doing so was cognizant of how many
years had passed since attending my first
NASPD meeting as a young 24 year old. The
(PRESIDENT continued on page 20)
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various positions of leadership, which will
help ensure a seamless transition. Thank
you Bruce for your commitment to the
NASPD.
Susannah Feux Porr
NASPD Executive
Director

F

irst of all I would like to thank Art for
all the hard work he put in during his
term as President of the NASPD. It is
such an honor of mine to work with so many
great people. I talk to other Executive
Directors and realize what a unique group
we have. Not only are our officers dedicated
to the greater good of the NASPD, they are
such a nice group of people. A group I am
proud to call my friends. I look forward to
working with Bruce Haupt over the next
two years. We've worked closely with
Bruce over the last several years in his
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I hope you all plan to join us for our Summer
Conference in Philadelphia. You can’t beat
the history of America's birthplace. Did you
know Philadelphia is the first and only
World Heritage city in the United States?
Don't miss this chance to explore all the city
has to offer. Our hotel, The Logan, captures
the spirit of its surroundings with a modern
twist, filled with vibrant local artwork. You
are walking distance from historic sites like
The Franklin Institute, the Liberty Bell,
museums and even the Rocky Steps. The
Urban Farmer is a modern steakhouse with
farmhouse charms and you can’t end your
visit without a trip to the rooftop lounge.

knowledge you can use to help make sure
your company is taking advantage of
opportunities in the market while
protecting itself from potential pitfalls from
legal experts, to logistics experts. In
addition, Lewis Leibowitz will address
President Trump’s impact on the steel
industry and Mark Bula, CCO of Big River
Steel will give us an update on their
ambitious new steel mill. Don’t miss it!

We have a stellar program filled with
experts to leave you with valuable

NASPD
Education
Courses
2017 Steel Pipe Basic
Education Course
November 6-7, 2017
Member: $750.00
Non-Member: $900.00
2017 OCTG Specialty
Education Course
November 8, 2017
Member: $450
Non-Member: $500
Hilton Houston Post Oak
Hotel, 2001 Post Oak Blvd.,
Houston, TX, (713) 961-9300
Hotel Rate: $169.00

| NEWS
Tioga™ Acquires Assets Of
Metaltek's Mackson Fastener
Division

Mackson Nuclear, LLC, a Tioga™ family
company, announced on March 3, 2017, that
it has acquired the business assets of
Metaltek’s Mackson, Inc. Division based in
Rock Hill, South Carolina.
Andrew Keiser, Mackson Nuclear’s
President, stated, “Mackson brings to Tioga
an impeccable reputation for high quality
and excellent service in the supply of
fasteners and critical components to the
Nuclear Power industry. Mackson will
further complement and expand Tioga’s
long history as the premiere supplier of
piping, plate, structurals, and related
products to a wide range of customers
throughout the Nuclear marketplace.”
Mackson Nuclear will continue to service
its customers from its present sales and
distribution facility in Rock Hill, SC. The
Mackson Nuclear acquisition further
expands the Tioga Group’s North American
footprint and increases the Group’s product
offering, competitive advantages, and top
notch customer service capabilities.
Bill Kotcher, Tioga Pipe COO and Mackson
Nuclear Board member said, “Adding
Mackson Nuclear alongside Tioga Pipe’s
Nuclear operation will enhance what is
already the best supply solution for the
varied segments of the Nuclear industry.”

Beemac Logistics Announces The Addition of Mr. Chuck King to
Their Sales Team in Houston, TX
Prior to joining Beemac, Chuck was with PS Logistics.
Previous to his tenure at PS Logistics, Chuck was VP Sales
for Northwest Pipe. He also spent 32 years in executive
positions with the Mannesmann Group of companies and
with the TMK group. Chuck lives in Bellville, TX with his
wife Annye. They are both long time members and
supporters of the NASPD. Chuck is a past Associate
Member VO, Board Member, Chairman of the Membership
Committee and has served on several other committees
within NASPD.
Chuck will be helping Beemac with Sales and Business Development to grow their activity
with the steel pipe sector with end users, distributors and steel/pipe mills. “Chuck is a
seasoned veteran of the oil and gas industry with a strong history of leading successful sales
and marketing efforts for the energy tubular market segment.” Says Rick Macklin, Founder
of Beemac Logistics. "Chuck's impressive history in the oil and gas tubular market and
extensive track record of leading highly successful sales efforts will help us continue our
growth and exciting expansion plans in the Houston Market."

Union Pacific is Safest US Railroad Second Year in a Row
Union Pacific became the safest U.S. railroad and achieved its best annual employee safety
performance in the company's 154-year history in 2016. This marks the second consecutive
year Union Pacific was the top-performing railroad in employee safety.
Union Pacific's safety improved 11 percent with a 0.78 reportable injury rate in 2016,
compared to 0.88 in 2015. Reportable injury rates represent the number of reportable injuries
submitted to the Federal Railroad Administration per 200,000 employee hours worked.
“This accomplishment reflects our employees' unwavering commitment to make safety a part
of everything they do and a step toward our goal of zero accidents and injuries," said Rod
Doerr, Union Pacific vice president -Safety and chief safety officer. "We are proud of our team
and continue working to eliminate risks and create safer work environments every day.”
AboutUnionPacific
One of America’s most recognized companies, Union Pacific Railroad connects 23 states in
the western two-thirds of the country by rail, providing a critical link in the global supply
chain. Union Pacific provides value to its roughly 10,000 customers by delivering products in
a safe, reliable, fuel-efficient and environmentally responsible manner.

St. Louis Pipe & Supply Studded Pipe Project
St. Louis Pipe & Supply
recently provided
studded pipe for an oil and
gas project in Africa. The
studded pipe was
manufactured using 6”
schedule 40 pipe in grade
A335P5 in 46 ft lengths
along with various elbows
and flanges. Used in an
African refinery, the order
was completed in three
months.
These are a couple of photos taken of the of the
studded pipe.
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AVOID
THE BATTLE,
WIN THE WAR:
Why What You Say, How You Say It,
and When You Say It Matters.

Alexis Foster
“Victorious warriors win first and then go to
war, while defeated warriors go to war first
and then seek to win.” Sun Tzu, The Art of
War.
From handshake deals to seemingly
perfectly papered transactions, the steel
business is still the Wild West in terms of
the variety of ways in which we see multimillion dollar deals being done. Although
the configuration of any given deal varies, a
vast amount of business is conducted via an
exchange of formal and informal
communications including emails,
telephone calls, requests for quotes, quotes,
purchase orders, order confirmations and
invoices, all without signed a contract. And
in some cases, a deal is simply done on a
handshake or written down on a bar napkin.
But while the expression, “a man is only as
good as his word” may have governed the
steel business for years, litigation is at an alltime high. And the cold hard truth is that the
company who did everything right, sent or
received a formal purchase order, its riskshifting terms and conditions and sent or
received an order confirmation is likely no
better off than the company who relied
solely on a handshake. How can that be, you
say?

Take a typical transaction for the sale of
steel between a distributor and
manufacturer: (1) a distributor sends a
request for quote to a manufacturer; (2) the
manufacturer sends the distributor a quote,
including the price and other material sales'
terms with or without the manufacturer's
terms and conditions attached; (3) the
distributor then sends the manufacturer a
purchase order with the distributor’s terms
and conditions attached; and (4) finally, the
manufacturer sends the distributor an order
confirmation with the manufacturer’s terms
and conditions attached, or simply performs
in response to the purchase order and then
sends an invoice to the distributor with the
manufacturer’s terms and conditions
attached. The competing terms and
conditions are often one-sided boilerplate
terms and conditions, printed in small print
on the back of the document and neither
party signs the other party’s document,
much less bothers to read it.

Here’s the rub, if there is no signed contract,
whose terms and conditions govern the
parties’ transaction? If a dispute arises, this
can be a multi-million dollar question, and
its answer hinges solely on the following
question: When was the contract formed?
(Commonly referred to as a “battle of the
forms”).
With the rapid expansion of interstate
commerce, a need to regulate business
transactions in a uniform way gave birth to
the Uniform Commercial Code (the
“UCC”). A joint effort by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Law and the American Law Institute,
the UCC was a comprehensive effort to
modernize the law governing commercial
transactions designed to provide clarity,
ensure uniformity in the adopting states,
and to promote certainty and predictability
in commercial transactions. It is the longest

(continued on page 9)
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and most elaborate of the uniform acts and
was written to address common law
inequities of contract formation.
While largely successful at achieving this
ambitious goal, one of the most confusing
and fiercely litigated sections of the UCC is
the battle of the forms. It has been described
as a “miserable, bungled, patched-up job,”
and “arguably the greatest statutory mess of
all time.” In fact, due in part to the massive
confusion the UCC’s battle of the forms
engendered, a revised version was offered in
2003, but the revision has never been
enacted by any state.
So at least for now, we’re stuck wading
through the current statutory framework.
To decide when the contract was formed,
courts must determine which formal or
informal communication constituted the
offer, and which one created the acceptance.
At common law, to create a contract, it was
necessary for the offer and the acceptance to
reflect identical terms. If the acceptance
included any term additional to or different
than the terms of the offer, it constituted a
counter-offer, not an acceptance. This was
referred to as the “Mirror Image Rule.” The
common law also recognized, however, that

a contract could also be formed by
performance. In other words, an offer or
counter-offer could be accepted by paying
for or delivering goods. Accordingly,
because it was rare in commercial
transactions for an offer and an acceptance
to contain identical terms, contracts were
most often formed solely by the counteroffer and performance of the other party. In
that scenario, the terms that governed the
parties’ transaction were only those
contained in the counter-offer; the last party
to send its terms and conditions before
performance by the other party won the
battle of the forms. This was referred to as
the “Last Shot Rule.” For example, even if
you thought you sold material “as is, where
is,” thereby disclaiming any express or
implied warranties, if you did not send your
terms and conditions last, you might be
stuck with terms and conditions that
required you to warrant the material for a
specific purpose or for a long period of time.
To combat the inherent unfairness of the
Mirror Image Rule and the Last Shot Rule,
the UCC endeavored to liberalize the
formation of contracts so as to avoid
frustrating the parties’ intentions by
attempting to fit the transaction into the
common-law model of offer and acceptance.

Pipeline 9

Unfortunately, and often because of
inadvertent yet sloppy business practices,
more problems were created than solved.
Under the UCC a valid offer need only
demonstrate that the offeror intended to
make an offer, the terms of the offer were
clear and definite, and the offeror
communicated the essential terms of the
offer to the offeree. For our purposes, the
essential terms necessary for an offer are a
description of the product and the price
based on the quantity ordered. Additional
terms such as the place and time of payment,
shipment and delivery are not necessary to
create a valid offer.
Vastly different than the common law’s
Mirror Image Rule, the UCC provides that
any definite expression of acceptance, or a
written confirmation which is sent within a
reasonable time, operates as an acceptance,
and not a counter-offer, even though it states
terms additional to or different from those
offered or agreed upon. Accordingly, more
often than not, under a UCC battle of the
forms, a seller’s quote issued in response to a
specific inquiry (usually a request for quote)
that simply identifies the product and price,
is an offer that is capable of acceptance and
the buyer’s purchase order is the acceptance
(not the offer).
(continued on page 20)
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Buddy Sumpter
Director of Development
with her newest family member, a
miniature Yorkie named Coco. For Buddy
there is no place like home, “I cherish every
visit with my mom. I know I will always be
met with a smile, lots of laughs and long
stories, and leave with a full belly from her
wonderful home cooked meals”.
Buddy got his first part time job the summer
before he started High School. He managed
to snag one of the open positions at the golf
club where his father happened to be a

Above: Buddy with young sons and family
pet, Rosie.

B

uddy Sumpter is the Director of
Business Development at Trinity
Products and decades of real world
sales experience make him the perfect man
for the job. Buddy was raised in St. Joseph,
MO, the oldest of five children in a lively
military family. His father, Command Chief
Buddy R. Sumpter, served 44 years in the
Missouri Air National Guard before
retiring. Buddy Sr. passed away in April
2016 after 55 fine years of marriage to his
loving wife, Mary Lou; but his work ethic
and adoration for sports, and in particular,
the game of golf, live on in his son. And after
five decades of being the consummate
doting mother to five children, Mary Lou is
sharing all of the wonderful, caring energy
she put into raising a remarkable brood
Still blissfully in love: left, Buddy and Julie celebrating their 25th Anniversary in Hawaii; right:
early married life

member. That summer, when Buddy
wasn't mowing the greens or changing
cups, he was playing golf with his Dad and
will always recall the time fondly. Buddy
posits “I got my passion for golf from my
dad, who taught me the game.”

A

The Sumpter clan circa 1969 with Buddy
front and center.

fter graduating High School, Buddy
stayed in his hometown and
attended Missouri Western State
University, during which time he met his
future wife, Julie. After receiving a BS in
Business Administration, he initially went
to work in the banking industry. The work

(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT cont. on pg 14)

I have known Buddy Sumpter for 35 years
now. I first started dealing with Buddy when
he was a sales manager at Northwest Pipe
in Atchison, Kansas. We developed a great
relationship both working together and
outside of work. Buddy has always been
honest and trustworthy with us. We
continue to deal with Buddy to this day and
hope to for many more years. It has been
my pleasure to call Buddy and his lovely
wife Julie our friends for such a long time.
P.S. we both started when we were 10 years
old.
James Scott Barnes
Barnes Pipe & Steel Supply

• API threading
• Premium and
semi-premium threading
• VTI/FLD
• Rig Returns
• Pipe repair
• Yard services
• Coupling sales

14117 Garrett Road,Houston, TX 77044 •

SOUTHERNTUBULARS.COM

•

281-456-0321

| NEW MEMBERS
Welcome New Members

COGI Logistic
Solutions LLC
COGI Logistic Solutions LLC is a new
Professional Affiliate member. The company
offers Consulting and Storage services.
Transportation is by Barge, Common Carrier,
Contract Carrier, Logistics Consulting Services,
Oceangoing Vessel, Rail, Third Party Logistics
Services and Transportation Services.
Gilles Dumont is the NASPD Contact.
COGI Logistic Solutions LLC
620 Branard Street
Houston TX 77006
Phone: 781-985-5322
gdumont@cogils.com

Lightning Logistics
LLC
Lightning Logistics LLC is a new Professional
Affiliate member. The company offers Logistics
services. Transportation is by Common Carrier,
Company Owned Truck, Contract Carrier,
Third Party Logistics Services, Transportation
Services.
Shea Jones is the NASPD Contact.
Lightning Logistics LLC
10622 Hirsch Road
Houston TX 77016
Phone: 713-255-9100
Fax: 713-255-9105
shea@lightning-logistics.com

Lockton Companies
Lockton Companies is a new Professional
Affiliate member. The company offers
Consulting Services.
Zach Frey is the NASPD Contact.
Lockton Companies
444 W 47 Street, Suite 900
Kansas City MO 64111
Phone: 816-960-9777
Fax: 816-783-9777
zfrey@lockton.com
www.lockton.com

Pacifica Piling Ltd.
Pacifica Piling Ltd. is a new Regular member.
The company product mix includes Abrasion
Resistant Pipe, Carbon Steel Tubing, Casing
Pipe, Coatings, Corrosion Coatings, ERW, Fire
Sprinkler Pipe, Heavy Wall Pipe, Large OD Pipe,

Line Pipe, Pipe Piling, Plate, Rolled Pipe,
Seamless Pipe, Specialty Fabrication, Spiral
Weld Pipe, Standard Pipe, Steel Pipe, Structural
Pipe, Structural Steel, Used Pipe, Valves,
Waterwell Pipe, Waterworks Pipe, Welded
Pipe. Product origins include Canada, China,
Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,
Philippines, Poland, Russia, Turkey, United
Kingdom, United States, US & Outside US
Products, Vietnam. Size range offered 3/4” - 148”.
Services include Beveling, Boring, Cleaning,
Coating, Concrete Pipe Coating, Consulting,
Cutting, End Facing, Fabrication, Flange
Attachment, Galvanizing, Hydrostatic Testing,
Inspection, Jointing, Lining, Mid-Welding,
Rentals, Rolling, Sandblasting, Storage, Testing,
Welding. Specialties are Large OD up to 3” WT.
Transportation is by Barge, Common Carrier,
Contract Carrier, Logistics Consulting Services,
Oceangoing Vessel, Rail, Third Party Logistics
Services, Transportation Services.
Melissa Cable is the NASPD Contact.
Pacifica Piling Ltd.
PO Box 21119, RPO
Maple Ridge BC V2X 1P7
Phone: 888-430-3727

Pirate Pipe & Tubular
LLC
Pirate Pipe & Tubular LLC is a new Regular
member. The company product mix includes
API 5CT, Carbon Steel Tubing, Casing Pipe,
Coupling Stock, Couplings, ERW, Line Pipe,
OCTG Tubing and Casing, Seamless Pipe,
Standard Pipe, Steel Pipe, Structural Pipe,
Structural Tubing, Surplus Pipe, Used Pipe,
Waterwell Pipe. Product origins include China,
Korea, Thailand, Turkey, United States, US &
Outside US Products. Size ranges offered
include Tubing from 2-3/8" - 3-1/2"; Casing to 133/4". Line to 16". Specialty is Tubing.
Sean Myers is the NASPD Contact.
Pirate Pipe & Tubular LLC
116 W Blanco Road, Suite 8
Boerne TX 78006
Phone: 830-816-5110
Fax: 830-816-5107
sean@piratepipe.com

Preston Publishing
Preston Publishing is a new Professional
Affiliate member. The company specializes in
market research and consulting. Products
include Preston Pipe Report, Preston Well
Completion Report, Simdex Metal Tube
Manufacturers Guide, Simdex Future Pipeline
Projects Guide.

Paul Vivian is the NASPD Contact.
Preston Publishing
14615 Manchester Road, Suite 203
Manchester MO 63011
Phone: 636-220-8170
Fax: 636-220-8315
pvivian@prestonpipe.com

Procarsa Tube & Pipe
Co.
Procarsa Tube & Pipe Co. is a new Associate
member. The company product mix includes
API 5CT, Casing Pipe, Coatings, ERW, Heavy
Wall Pipe, Large OD Pipe, Line Pipe, Pipe
Coating, Spiral Weld Pipe, Square and
Rectangular Tubing, Structural Pipe, Welded
Pipe. Products manufactured include EWR pipe
2"-24". DSAW pipe 24"-48". SAWH pipe 24"-88'.
API A53, A500. Product origins include All
Outside US Products (foreign), Mexico. Size
range offered Line pipe 2"-88". Transportation is
by Contract Carrier.
Richard Lozano is the NASPD Contact.
Procarsa Tube & Pipe Co.
2002 Timberloch Place, Suite 200
The Woodlands TX 77380
Phone: 832-544-8491
richard.lozano@procarsa.mx

Southern Tubulars
Services, LLC
Southern Tubulars Services, LLC is a new
Associate member. The company product mix
includes Casing Pipe, OCTG Tubing and Casing,
Oilfield Rejects, Pipe Piling, Waterwell Pipe.
Products manufactured include 4-1/2" - 9-5/8"
API & Semi-Premium/Premium threads.
Product origins are US & Outside US Products.
Size range offered - Threading: 4-1/2" to 9-5/8";
Other: 1" to 100". Services offered include
Beveling, Cleaning, Cutting, End Facing,
Hydrostatic Testing, Inspection, Machining,
Painting, Sandblasting, Storage, Straightening,
Threading. Transportation is by Third Party
Logistics Services.
Narayan Bhargava is the NASPD Contact.
Southern Tubulars Services, LLC
14117 Garrett Road
Houston, TX 77044
Phone: 281-456-0321
nbhargava@southerntubulars.com

(NEW MEMBERS continued on page 20)
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was fine but he craved a career path with more perceived stability. Cue
fate; Buddy stopped by the University job placement center and noticed
a posting for an Inside Sales Representative for Northwest Pipe
Company. Sounds really stable right? The posting clearly stated all
applications were to be mailed to a PO Box, but since the potential
position was just on the other side of the Missouri River in Atchison,
Kansas, the always charismatic Buddy decided delivering his pitch in
person was worth the half hour drive from St. Joseph. He didn't know
anything about pipe at the time but managed to get his resume into the
hands of then Sales Manager, Terry Mitchell who was obliged to
interview the young go getter. They say fortune favors the bold and
Buddy was hired a couple of weeks later. That was 1988.
The Atchison, KS facility was a smaller operation back then and fate
dealt Buddy another Ace. With no open offices available he became
Terry's office mate and under his wise tutelage Buddy began to be
molded into the pipe sales wizard you know today. Buddy had a front
row seat, learning the general industry language and effective phone
sales techniques from a strong pipe veteran.
The experience made Buddy a valuable employee and he was
subsequently ushered up the Northwest Pipe Company employment
ladder. After 5 years with the company he was promoted to Outside
Sales Rep and served successfully in that capacity for a year before he
was again promoted to Sales Manager of the Kansas Division. After two
years Buddy had spread his wings to cover both the Kansas and Oregon
Tubular Product Division as Product VP. As a result, he moved his
family to the Portland area in 2001. The move was made even better for

I hired Buddy in 1988, he saw a job that I had posted at
his alma mater Missouri Western looking for an inside
sales person at Northwest Pipe Company's Atchison,
Kansas plant. He was working at a local bank at the time
and thought he would give this a try never thinking that he
was a sales guy and certainly that this would not become
his career. Very quickly we both discovered that he was
very good at this job. The customers liked him and he
worked well with the various departments that helped
him effectively provide information to our customer base.
Buddy moved to outside sales and then Sales Manager.
When I moved to our Portland plant I knew that I could
use his help. It took some convincing but after spending a
large amount of time helping me in Portland, he and his
family felt it was best if they lived where he was spending
much of his time.
Most people know that Buddy is a very good golfer. If you
have just learned this you will want to be part of his team
in any tournament. Just like golf it is good to work with
Buddy professionally. He was my first hire and one of the
best decisions that I made. There is an old reference
question that asks would you hire this person again? My
answer is absolutely.
I never thought of Buddy as a subordinate and we have
remained friends long since we quit working together.
Buddy helped form the foundation of an excellent team in
Atchison, a group of people that worked and played
together and along the way had great success. So much
success that we tried very hard to duplicate this group in
other plants but ultimately learned that it was truly a
unique team brought together at just the right time and
place.
Terry Mitchell - Retired

Buddy hauling in a lunker at Scott Barnes Rustic Retreat.
(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT continued on page 16)
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Buddy as one of his brothers, Rob also lives
in the Portland area.
In 2004, Buddy was promoted to head a
newly formed product line for Northwest
Pipe's Water Transmission Division as the
Group VP Power/Industrial Group. It was a
serious adjustment to go from dealing with
ERW as a commodity to selling directly to
contractors with prospecting water
transmission projects being the driver. In
2008, after growing the division his sales
stewardship was once again called upon as
he transitioned into the Northwest Region
Sales Manager, Water Transmission Group.
In 2011, be briefly moved back into the
Tubular Products Group at Northwest Pipe
as the Western Region Sales Manager but
soon thereafter accepted an offer from
Canadian based distributor North American
Pipe & Steel to be their new Sales Manager,
US Division.
My relationship with Buddy began 21
years ago in 1996. He hired me as
Outside Sales Representative at
Northwest Pipe Company for their
Atchison, KS production facility. We
formed a strong supervisor/employee
relationship that led to positive sales and
profit results for the division. We also
formed a friendship that has lasted to this
day. Buddy is a conscientious and
knowledgeable professional in the pipe
business and have enjoyed working for
and with him over the years.
Ron McAllister
EXLTUBE

In 2013, Robert Griggs with Trinity
Products was on the hunt for a new Director
of Business Development and he wisely
approached Buddy with an opportunity to
move back home to his Missouri roots. As
Robert Griggs quipped for this feature, “I
wanted some whiskers for Trinity
Products.” It was a good offer and the
thought of being closer to his parents, his
wife Julie's mother, and other siblings and
family members in St. Joseph, along with the
old memories of chasing a white ball around
the verdant green Missouri River basin with
his father and brothers made the move to
Trinity Products an easy decision.
Currently, Buddy’s primary role is sales and
training/mentoring of new sales hires.
Buddy related “One of my favorite
responsibilities at Trinity Products is phone
coaching. I really enjoy working with new
sales people and using my 30 years of
experience to help our people work on the
craft of selling over the phone.”

Sumpter ‘s son Ryan’s graduation.

Buddy had been some one that we at Trinity knew, worked with and admired for many
years while he was at Northwest Pipe! After he had left NW Pipe and stayed in the
Pacific Northwest working for North American Pipe & Steel it seemed that this
Missouri born pipe guy was not coming back to the Midwest.
Later that year I got a call from an NASPD friend that said Buddy was thinking about
moving back to the Midwest, which made me smile! You don't get many chances to
get people of Buddy's character, work ethic and industry knowledge. It's like the (Pipe
Gods) were smiling down on us and you all know the “Pipe Gods” don't smile very
often!
We at Trinity were in serious need of some experienced sales help or some
“Whiskers” as I like to call it! Of which you can't find with the “Class & Respect” that
Buddy possesses in the Pipe Industry! So I called and just started the conversation
and it went well; the rest is history. Buddy has taken over a sales leadership role at
Trinity by handling all the “Dealers” in an incredibly Professional manner. Also doing
all the phone coaching for the entire 25 person sales force and mentoring all of the 3
to 5 new sales folks we bring on every year; with a gentle hand.
I, and we at Trinity are “Blessed” to have Buddy come into the Trinity Family and allow
a few of those Whiskers and Gray hair; which the Pipe Business will give, to make our
lives better each and every day for knowing him!
Thanks Buddy, you make Trinity a better place to be!
Robert Griggs
Trinity Products, Inc.

Sumpter’s son Jake’s graduation.

(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT continued on page 18)
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With a Commander Chief Airman for a
father it's no surprise that Buddy's business
philosophy is built on a foundation of
professionalism, respect and punctuality. “I
pride myself on being professional,
knowledgeable, friendly and a problemsolver for my customers. My goal as a
salesperson was to always respond to any
need or question either the same day or
within 8 business hours of their request.”
It's no surprise his customers appreciate
this approach and Buddy knows it. His face
inevitably lights up as he invariably hears
“Buddy, I figured you must have been out of
the office when you didn't get back to me
right away. That never happens!”
I worked with Buddy Sumpter at
Northwest Pipe Company both at
the Corporate office and in the
Water Transmission Sales Group
from 2004 – 2011. He came from
the ERW Pipe Group and quickly
adjusted to the sales management
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weather
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relations.
Additionally,
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Balor
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as a personal
industry
demonstrates
challenge. Very rewarding if you can do it.
he clearly understands the
complicated sales processes.
Buddy's a big team player and is not
afraid to be the quarterback on big
projects. He is genuine and puts
forth solid effort in everything he
gets involved in. He quickly earned
the respect and loyalty of his
customers, direct reports, and
coworkers. I still enjoy hearing from
Buddy when he calls. I consider
him a good friend, especially when
the chips are down. He is still the
only person that I have met that can
consistently hit a one-iron perfectly
in high winds.
Russ Lascink
Buddy and his lovely wife, Julie, will
celebrate their 30th wedding anniversary in
June. They have two sons, Ryan 27 and Jacob
24. Ryan graduated from Gonzaga
University with a degree in Electrical
Engineering and currently lives and works in
Meridian, ID. Jacob has a dual degree in
Sociology/Psychology from Northwest
Missouri State University and is currently
seeking a second degree in Computer
Science at Buddy's Alma Mater, Missouri
Western State University in St. Joseph,
Missouri, where he resides. Julie currently
works as the Controller for USSEC (United
States Soybean Export Council).

Above: One of many nice hauls on a 2009 fishing trip to Sund's Lodge with Gary Stokes, Scott
Copeland (NWP) and Pete Sealy (J F Shea Co.).

Above left: 2005 Sumpter’s family vacation to the Oregon Coast. Above right: Family portrait
with the boys all grown up.

Besides golfing as often as possible, Buddy
really enjoys power walking and fresh water
fishing. He power walks several times a
week varying from 2 to 14 miles on each
walk. In 2016 he set a goal and power
walked 1100 miles. He dons his headphones
and lets any stress float away as he walks. In
2009 he even power walked the Portland
Marathon. Some of his favorite fishing
adventures include trips to Alaska as well as
Sund's Lodge in British Columbia, where he
had lots of luck catching Chinook and Coho
salmon, rock fish and halibut. Buddy and
Julie are members of the charming
Persimmon Woods Golf Club and typically
enjoy wrapping up the weekend with 9
holes late on a lazy Sunday afternoon.

Buddy is a special person, one of the best,
and was a wonderful employee. He’s a
good family man. I can’t say enough good
things about him.
Virgil Vandenberg
Retired

One of Buddy’s favorite NASPD experiences
came in 1992 when he was invited to attend
his first conference in Monterey, CA. At the
time he was an inside salesman with
Northwest Pipe, and had never attended an
NASPD event. Virgil Vandenburg, VP Sales
and the company’s NASPD liaison was
involved in planning the conference golf
(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT continued on page 19)
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event. Knowing Buddy was an avid golfer, Virgil recruited him to help
organize the golf outing and subsequently invited him to the
conference. Buddy knew his attendance wasn’t entirely necessary,
but was incredibly thankful to be included. On that trip, he got the
opportunity to play golf at Poppy Hills, Spanish Bay, Del Monte and
Spyglass. It’s safe to say but Buddy said it for us, “I was in heaven.”
Standing on the tee of ‘Wind and Willow’ the 14th at Spanish Bay,
Buddy told past NASPD President Al Rakers and his playing partner
“At times like these, looking out over the bay, playing golf with
customers, I feel like I’m overpaid.” Al playfully scolded “Never admit
that kind of thing when your boss is within earshot!” It was a
memorable trip and an apropos introduction to the close knit sense of
community that permeates NASPD.

Buddy Sumpter is one of the most honest and hard
working people in this industry. Sincere people in the pipe
industry are few and far between. Buddy called on me for
several years before we began to do business. Buddy
made trip after trip to Birmingham, Alabama and left
without an order. Buddy kept coming and finally one day I
told him it was his lucky day. He got an order that day and
we've been friends for several years now. Buddy is a
Balor
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says he participates as a personal
KenBalor
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challenge.
Very rewarding
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Consolidated Pipe
& Supply ifInc.

I first met Buddy in the 80's, when he was working for
Northwest Pipe. Our company was doing a lot of business
with Northwest at the time, and while Buddy's product and
industry knowledge impressed me, I was even more
impressed with his calm and even temperament, which is
somewhat foreign to me! Since joining Trinity, an NASPD
member, I've gained the opportunity to once again work with
Buddy on Pittsburgh Pipe-Trinity business and on NASPD
Balor
at Hell’s
Gateheforgenerously
the "Hotter'n
Hellhis time and talent.
projects,
to which
gives
Hundred"
mile
ride.
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degree
Oh, and by the way, he's now a St. Louisian, and that's a
weather in one day (less that 8 hours). For
good thing!
Balor says he participates as a personal
challenge.
Very rewarding if you can do it.
Joe Bergfeld

Pittsburg Pipe

Buddy and his wife Julie, (far right) attending the NASPD 2015
Convention in San Diego visiting with colleagues Ron McAllister and
Scott Schmid.
(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT continued on page 20)
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(GUEST ARTICLE continued from page 8)

Once a court determines which
communications are the offer and
acceptance, the court must decide whose
terms and conditions apply. Under the
UCC, the terms of a contract are those
contained in the offer plus any additional or
different terms contained in the acceptance
unless: (1) the offer expressly limits
acceptance to the terms of the offer, (2) the
additional or different terms materially
alter any term or condition in the offer, or
(3) the offer contains an objection to any
additional or different terms that could be
contained in an acceptance. To put it
bluntly, under the UCC, all of the offeror’s
terms and conditions, along with any
unimportant or immaterial terms and
conditions provided by the offeree govern
the transaction.
Thus, while the UCC overrules the Mirror
Image Rule and the Last Shot Rule, it simply
swaps the Last Shot Rule for what could be
coined as the First Shot Rule. The bottom
line? Unless you want to risk being the
biggest loser in a battle of the forms you
must make sure that: (1) you are the offeror;
(2) you send your terms and conditions
with each and every quote; and (3) in the
event you are not the offeror, your terms and
conditions contain the magic language
making your acceptance of any offer
expressly conditional on the other party’s
acceptance of your terms and conditions.
For a more in-depth analysis on how to
protect yourself from losing a battle of the
forms and to hear war stories of real life
consequences for losing one, join us in
Philadelphia at the NASPD Summer
Conference Program, “The Slow Death of
the Handshake: Best Practices from a
Litigator’s Perspective.”
About the author: Alexis Foster is an attorney in
the commercial litigation section at Gray Reed &
McGraw, LLP in Houston, Texas. Her practice is
focused on the steel industry and related legal
matters including both domestic and international
business litigation. She advises clients on prelitigation matters such as lien perfection,
contractual debts and other matters related to the
sale of goods. Alexis’ unique understanding of the
steel industry allows her to provide clients with
knowledgeable counsel regarding the effects of
litigation from both a legal and business
perspective, thus her approach to any business
dispute is both a practical and creative one.
(afoster@grayreed.com).

(NEW MEMBERS continued from page 12)

TS Upsetting &
Threading Services, LP
TS Upsetting & Threading Services, LP is a new
Associate member. The company product mix
includes API 5CT, Carbon Steel Tubing, ERW,
ISO, OCTG Tubing and Casing, Seamless Pipe.
Products manufactured include API 5CT, 2-3/8"
& 2-7/8". Product origins include Italy, Korea,
Philippines, Russia, South Africa, United States,
US & Outside US Products. Size range - Tubing
2-3/8" & 2-7/8". Services include Heat Treating,
Hydrostatic Testing, Inspection, Straightening,
Threading.
William Carruth is the NASPD Contact.
TS Upsetting & Threading Services, LP
18702 E Hardy Road
Houston TX 77073
Phone: 281-209-9300
Fax: 281-209-9333
bill@tsupset.com

With Sympathy

Arie Euser with his wife, Froukje

It is with great sadness that NASPD
announces the unexpected death of Mr.
Arie Euser, on Saturday, April 1, 2017, at
the age of 76. He was a past president of
NASPD from 1988-1989.
Mr. Euser worked for more than forty
years at Van Leeuwen, founder and
director of the branch in the United
States and director of the company in
Zwijndrecht, Netherlands. He
contributed greatly to the development
of Van Leeuwen, in Europe as well as
globally.
As a pioneer with commercial insight,
enthusiasm and his sense of humor, he
has been an example to many.
Our thoughts are especially with his wife,
children and grandchildren. We wish
them strength in these difficult times.

(PRESIDENT continued from page 3)
knowledge, contacts, mentors and
friendships I have gained over that period are
invaluable. With that in mind, I urge our
member companies to encourage their
younger employees to attend NASPD events.
The contacts and development NASPD
events provide for young pipe professionals,
is a valuable investment in your individual
organizations and the general stewardship
of our industry moving into the future.
We are currently developing programs to
make the NASPD the “go to” source for
information about the steel pipe industry.
Improving the education courses,
developing an informational app and
marketing our association to other
industries are but a few of the ways we are
accomplishing this goal.
Jim O’Shea and his committee have another
outstanding program slated for our Summer
Conference in Philadelphia. What impact
will President Trump have on the Steel Pipe
industry? Make sure you attend to find out. I
look forward to seeing all of you June 15-17 in
Philly!
(MEMBER SPOTLIGHT continued from page 14)

Buddy is currently serving a second term on
the NASPD Board of Directors as VP Eastern
Region. He believes NASPD has been an
invaluable vehicle for turning business
relationships into personal relationships.
He counts meeting other family members of
customers that attend the conferences
amongst his favorite things about NASPD
events and also acknowledges NASPD
makes it incredibly convenient to see lots of
customers and contemporaries at the three
yearly events, “It’s a great way to learn more
about different markets and emerging
trends. Sometimes just confirming others
are experiencing the same challenges can be
a comfort.”

Thank You Sponsors
2017 Annual Convention Sponsors
Platinum
J. Joseph Consulting, Inc.
Kelly Pipe Co., LLC
North American INTERPIPE, Inc. **
Gold

Silver

Axis Pipe and Tube Inc.
Lally Pipe & Tube
Pettibone/Traverse Lift, LLC
Platinum Grover Int. Inc.
State Pipe & Supply Co.

Bakersfield Pipe & Supply Inc.
Ceres Pipe & Metal
L.B. Foster Co.
Liberty Coating Company, LLC

Congratulations
to the Top 3
Las Vegas Golf
Tournament
Teams
1st Place
Chuck King
Gordon Gilmer
Todd Tidmore
Mike Christopher

Bronze
Ambassador Pipe & Supply, Inc.
Berg Steel Pipe Corp.
Challenger Pipe & Steel, LLC **
Dura-Bond Pipe, LLC
Independence Tube Corporation
Independent Pipe
Inserpetrol, Inc.
International Pipe & Supply, LLC
Kahn Steel Co., Inc.
Kayem Pipe & Steel, Inc.

Mobile Pipe Lining and Coating, Inc.
PS Logistics
R. B. Jacobson, Inc. **
SDB Steel & Pipe
SEBA Pipe, Inc.
Sol's Pipe & Steel, Inc.
Stupp Corporation
Tex-Tube Company

2nd Place
Todd Phillips
Steven Mathers
Doug Deline
Eddie Lawson

** Sponsoring 2 events in designated sponsor level

3rd Place

Happy Hour
NASPD hosted 2 first quarter Happy Hour Events - March 23rd in Houston, TX and
March 30th in St. Louis, MO. Thank you to the following Happy Hour Sponsors who
made these events possible.
Hall Longmore (PTY) Ltd.
J. Joseph Consulting, Inc.
Omni Pipe Solutions
Republic Tube, L.P.

Pittsburgh Pipe
Trident Steel Corporation
Trinity Products, Inc.

Jim O'Shea
Brian Key
Aly Lalji
Dilip Bhargava

Closest to the Pin
Aly Lalji

Longest Drive
Aly Lalji

Upcoming NASPD Fall Happy Hours
Houston Happy Hour:
St. Louis Happy Hour:
Tuesday, November 7, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, November 14, 5:00-7:00 p.m.
Spindletap Brewery
Lester's Restaurant & Sports Bar

NASPD Hall of Fame
W. Byron Dunn and John B. (Jack) Lally

2017 inductees
The NASPD Hall of Fame shall be a special group of industry contributors
and as such reserved for only those who have served the pipe industry and
pipe distribution industry continuously for a minimum of 30 years or have
been considered a “pillar” of the industry, or have grown their company to be
an industry segment leader. Involvement in the NASPD is not a requirement
- individuals from both NASPD membership and non-members will be
eligible. Individuals may receive induction posthumously.

W. Byron Dunn
Tubular Synergy Group, LP

John B. (Jack) Lally
Lally Pipe & Tube
Honor Roll of Former Hall of Fame Inductees

Jim Barnes
Barnes Pipe & Steel Supply

Earle Cohen
Kelly Pipe Co.

Lester A. Crancer, Sr.
Valley Steel Products Company

André Crispin
The Crispin Company

Norman E. Gottschalk Jr.
Marmon/Keystone Corp.

John M. “Jack” Hauck
Tubular Steel, Inc.

Hans Kayem
Tex-Isle Supply, Inc.

Mort Keiser
Tioga Pipe Supply Co, Inc.

Lewis B. Ketchum
Redman Pipe & Supply Co.

Pete Knowles
PK Pipe & Tubing, Inc.

Bob Rau
BBL Company

Sol Rosenberg
Sol’s Pipe & Steel, Inc.

Jerry Rubenstein
Texas Pipe & Supply Co., Inc.

Steve Livingston
Kelly Pipe

Abe Merfish
Merfish Pipe & Supply

Jerry Eugene Shea, Jr.
The Bayou Companies

Jaime Z. Woldenberg
Tubacero, S. de RL de CV

Douglass Preston Yadon

Henry Zarrow
Sooner Pipe & Supply

| ANNUAL CONVENTION PHOTOS (more photos on pg 26)

| ANNUAL CONVENTION PHOTOS (more photos on pg 24)

| CONFERENCE NOTES

NASPD Summer Conference
The Logan Philadelphia Hotel
Philadelphia, PA • June 15-17, 2017
For additional information visit www.naspd.com

Program
Thursday June 15, 2017
8:30am - noon
Liberty Coating Company Tour/Kinder Morgan Port Tour
12:30
- 4:30 pm
Registration
1:00
- 1:45 pm
Strategic Planning Committee
1:45
- 2:15 pm
Membership Committee
2:15
- 2:45 pm
Program Committee
2:45
- 3:15 pm
Education Committee
3:15
- 3:45 pm
Executive Committee
3:45
- 4:45 pm
Board of Directors
5:30
- 7:30 pm
Welcoming Reception
9:00
- 11:00 pm
Hospitality Suite
Friday, June 16, 2017
8:00 am - 9:30 am
8:30 am - 10:30 am

10:30
10:45

12:15
1:45
4:00
7:00
9:00

- 10:45 am
- 12:15 pm

-

1:30 pm
3:45 pm
6:00 pm
9:00 pm
11:00 pm

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Alexis Foster Solansky, Attorney at Law, Gray, Reed & McGraw, “The
Slow Death of the Handshake: Best Practices from a Litigator's
Perspective”
Jeffrey W. Hart, VP-Sales, CPC Logistics Inc, “How to Use Logistics to
Secure a Competitive Edge”
Rusty Fisher, Vice-President, Welspun Global Trade L.L.C., “The
Keystone XL Pipeline - A Journey to Presidential Approval”
Break
Mark Bula, Chief Commercial Officer, Big River Steel
“Big River Steel: A New Way to Think About Steel”
Lewis Leibowitz, Trade Attorney, The Law Office of Lewis E. Leibowitz,
“President Trump's Impact on the Steel Pipe Distribution Industry”
Networking Luncheon
Member Discussion
Optional Walking Tour - Treasures of Central Square
Reception/Dinner
Hospitality Suite

Saturday, June 17, 2017
9:00 am - Noon
Optional Tour - Colonial Philadelphia Experience

Conference Information
Registration
Register online: www.naspd.com; by e-mail:
info@naspd.com; or by fax: 832-201-9479. Only
individuals with a paid registration may attend
the Conference. The deadline for registration is
May 17, 2017. After May 17, a $50 late fee must be
added to all full registrations. $25 must be added
to one day registrations and single event fees. A
cancellation fee of $50 will be charged for all full
cancellations and $25 for single and one day
cancellations received before May 17, 2017. After
May 17, 2017, no refunds will be made. Payments
for late registrations will only be accepted by
credit card. No registrations will be processed
without signature. Payment must be made in U.S.
currency.
The Logan Hotel - Philadelphia:
For hotel reservations, call (215) 963-1500 and
notify them that you are attending the National
Association of Steel Pipe Distributors 2017
Summer Conference.
Register online at:
http://group.curiocollection.com/NASPD or call
(215) 963-1500 and notify them of the NASPD
2017 Summer Conference.
The rate for a room is $249.00 per night. Rates
cannot be changed at check-in or check-out for
guests who fail to identify their affiliation at the
time the reservation is made.
An early departure fee will be incurred if notice is
not received prior to or at check-in. Guests are
considered “checked-in” once the registration
card is signed.
It is the attendee’s responsibility to submit a
credit card number or a deposit equal to one (1)
night’s room rate plus tax as a guarantee at the
time the reservation is made. The credit card will
be charged at that time. Rates cannot be changed
at check-in or checkout for guests who fail to
identify their affiliation at the time the
reservation is made. Refunds will be issued on
individual attendee’s reservations cancelled up to
forty-eight (48) hours prior to arrival date.
Discounted airfare online at www.united.com

All attendees are encouraged to attend the committee meetings except for the Executive and
Strategic Planning Committee meetings. Since non-committee members have not been privy to all
the correspondence leading up to the committee meetings, we limit the discussion and
voting at the committees to committee members only.
(photo courtesy The Logan Hotel)

Enter Offer Code ZVVC926304 in the Offer Code
box when searching for your flights. If booking
through a travel professional or United Meetings
call 800-426-1122 and give them the following
information:
Agreement Code: 926304 Z Code: ZVVC
Outside of the United States, please call your
local United Airlines Reservation Office.
Experience dependable, first-rate service and
earn miles in Mileage Plus, United’s awardwinning frequent flyer program. To enroll in
Mileage Plus, log on to www.united.com.

BLAST FROM THE PAST |
Blast from the Past is a stroll down Memory
Lane.
We hope you will enjoy our fun photos
discovered in the NASPD archives.

Blast From the Past
Challenge
Can you name
everyone in this photo?
How many are past
Presidents of NASPD?

Special Thank You to Joe Bergfeld
for submitting this photo.
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Giving Back to the Community – Golf outings for Charity
A number of NASPD members volunteer their time to support a charity.
Chuck King is one of those special people and has challenged his colleagues
in the pipe and energy industry to join him. At many American companies
and in our business culture, golf outings – organized and informal alike –
have been a way to build fellowship outside of the office. At others however,
they have become something much bigger, a means to have fun with friends
and colleagues but also to come together to support a worthy cause.
Chuck King is actually involved in two such tournaments that have grown
over the years to help local charities. Along the way, several energy industry
friends have joined the effort to help in many ways.

Chuck (far left) at GCO with tournament founder Mark Kraemer
(far right)
Following the third such event, Mark’s team of tournament volunteers was
sitting on the porch at the Kraemer beach house with his father, Scott
Kraemer. Scott was retired VP Production for Amoco and suggested that if
this event ever really took off, the team should consider giving something
back to the community. He was a lifelong Shriner and suggested the
Shriners Burns Hospital for Children on Galveston Island as a worthwhile
charity to support. With that the seed was sown.

The King boys - Chuck (right) and son, Charlie
The first tournament is called HAHOTO (Hopefully Annual Houston
Oilfield Trash Open) which will have their 30th anniversary tournament on
September 12. Started as a Mannesmann company tournament in 1987, it
was canceled during one of the downturns in the energy sector (hence the
name “Hopefully Annual”). It was reborn in 1992 when a group of Chuck's
friends got together and brought back players. During the first few years the
committee was fortunate to cover the cost of the outing but as it grew in
popularity over the next several years, the volunteers decided that it was
appropriate to give something back to the community hosting the event –
Bellville, Texas.
Chuck has been a long time resident of Bellville and his committee of
volunteers helped in various ways including player check in, sponsor
recruitment, food committees, golf carts, scoring, and many other functions
that are needed to successfully run one of these events. The group decided to
support the Austin County Boys & Girls Club which was in its infant stages
in Bellville at that time. In 1995, the HAHOTO made the first contribution of
$100 to the charity. From that humble beginning, the tournament has now
contributed over $264,000 to the Boys and Girls Club which supports over
350 children in Austin County, TX by offering programs in character and
leadership development, health and life skills, arts, sports, fitness and
recreation. The tournament is held every year at the Bellville Golf Club and is
limited to 128 players because it is a nine hole course.
The second golf tournament is called the GCO (Gulf Coast Oilmen’s) which
is held in Galveston, Texas. Started by Chuck’s friend Mark Kraemer, who
was with Amoco at the time, it began as a fun weekend for about 28 golfers in
1989. It was a one day event held at Galveston Country Club with a party to
follow at Mark's beach house on the island. The tournament grew in number
during the next two years.

The event continued to prosper in subsequent years to the point that the
Galveston Hilton became the venue instead of Mark's beach house.
Committee volunteers were brought on to oversee the golf tournament,
hotel arrangements, food and beverage committee, silent auction committee
and to liaison with the Shriners Hospital in Galveston. By year four, the
committee raised enough money to donate $300 to the hospital. The 28th
edition of the GCO was played on May 18 to 20, 2017. Total contributions to
the Shriners Hospital in Galveston are now approaching $2,000,000. Today
the tournament is played on two courses on the island – Galveston Country
Club and Moody Gardens Golf Club and usually gets about 144 players
every year. Chuck served as golf tournament chair for many years and is
currently Secretary of the Board of Directors.
The hospital relies heavily on donations to support their efforts and the
GCO is one of the key sponsors for the Galveston hospital. In 2017, some of
the funds were used for airline transportation for the victims of the
fireworks factory explosion in Mexico as example.
The support of the men and women volunteers in both of these endeavors
has been overwhelming over the last three decades. To know that each of us
can join together to play a part to help our fellow man and to give something
back to the community by doing something that we love is a great thing.
Chuck stated that he will continue to help as long as he can. In both
HAHOTO and GCO, the team has brought in younger volunteers to help in
order to mentor them and perpetuate the events to continue to serve our
communities.

Chuck’s group at HAHOTO

Customized Solutions to Your
Materials and Service Needs

TUBING

CASING

LINE PIPE

DRILL PIPE

COUPLING STOCK

COUPLINGS

SUCKER RODS

OILFIELD SUPPLY

W W W. S D B S T E E L A N D P I P E . C O M

817 Southmore Ave, Ste 301 • Houston, TX 77502

P: 713-475-0048 • F: 713-475-0083

As the Steel Market Turns around,
we’re ready to Preserve Your Pipe.

Pipe Restoration Services
• Chloride-Neutralization
• Brush, Roll, & Spray
• Hydro-Abrasive Blasting
• Abrasive Blasting
• Waterblasting
• Descaling

Stop this damage

• Machine Beveling
• Torch Beveling
• Plasma Cutting
• Cut-to-length
• Straightening
• Dedenting
• Threading 1/4" Thru 4" NPT
• Visual Thread Inspection

1981-2017

Go restore your pipe

36
Years

Dennis Hayden • Kathy Hayden • Dennis Hayden, Jr. • Kelley Hayden

ph: 281.485.9932

fx: 281.485.6378

email: hti@pdq.net

